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A GOVERNMENT body disapproved the temporary appointment of an environment 

department undersecretary, citing his lack of eligibility and qualifications and a 

missing signature in his appointment papers. 

Although the education and qualifications of Philip G. Camarra were deemed sufficient, the 

official -- an appointee of Environment Secretary Ma. Regina “Gina” Paz L. Lopez -- “does 

not possess second level eligibility,” the Civil Service Commission (CSC) said in a document 

obtained by BusinessWorld. 

The same signed documents dated March 16 also said that Mr. Camarra’s participation in 

2011 in a biochar online training and organic farming from the Organic Producers Training 

Association -- both with 10 hours each of lessons -- “cannot be considered compliant with 

the required training.” These lessons “were acquired more than five years ago” and cannot 

be considered “managerial in nature,” the document said. 

The certification of Mr. Camarra’s appointment letter also lacked the signature of the Human 

Resources Management Officer of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

(DENR), the documents said. 

Sought for comment regarding the missing signatures, Mr. Camarra said: “Must be people 

inside who don’t like Gina [Lopez] to succeed.” 

Mr. Camarra also admitted that “he lacked the 120 hour-training in [the] last five years” 

because he was the one who gave them. 

“I don’t attend them in the last 5 years considering I’m 61 already,” he said in the same 

text message. 

The same CSC documents also quoted Ms. Lopez’ appointment letter for Mr. Camarra, 

saying that “there is nobody with an expertise on the sustainable integrated area 

development (SIAD) approach [on a par] with that possessed by Camarra.” 

While the commission admitted that there were other contenders for the position but 

without Camarra’s said expertise, the body nevertheless said that the “position requires 

supervisory and managerial experiences and not necessarily requires expertise for SIAD.” 

Mr. Camarra is one of the officials who currently spearhead the Environment Department’s 

SIAD program whose policy guidelines were issued last month. The program aims to apply 

area-based interventions and concepts on the agency’s development programs including the 

Enhanced National Greening Program and integrated island development, among others. 

Mr. Camarra said he will appeal the CSC decision 15 days after receiving the notice. 

For her part, Ms. Lopez said that, pending the decision on the appeal, Mr. Camarra can still 

function as undersecretary. 



During her latest March hearing at the Commission on Appointments, Ms. Lopez was 

interrogated on the appointment of her own undersecretaries -- who do not possess plantilla 

positions -- using vacant positions for Provincial Environment and Natural Resources 

Officers. 

Ms. Lopez argued that she can only impact change through working “with people who I trust 

and people who have the expertise and the capacity to do what I want.” -- Janina C. Lim 


